
The Customer                 
EPP is a fastest growing composite product 
manufacturing company with a dream to become 
world’s leading company for fibre glass 
ccomposites products by year 2020.It operates in 
7 business divisions (GRP Pipes, Chemical Plants 
& Equipment, Building Products, Pre-fab 
PProducts, Pultrusion Products, SMC Products and 
CFW Division) to render various products and 
services to industriesToday  EPP an ISO 
9001:2008 certified manufacturing facility is one 
of the leading global players in the rapidly 
growing composite industry which caters to the 
rrequirement of segments such as Infrastructure, 
Chemical, Electrical, Railway, Automobile, 
Defence, Wind Energy, Offshore, Marine and 
Building & Construction.

The Solution
EPP partnered with Mesprosoft to implement SAP 
6.0 at EPP - Manufacturing division. The 
implementation started from Rajkot plant with 
my SAP ERP 6.0 version. To address all the core 
areas of the business process, Mesprosoft 
implementedimplemented FI, CO,MM, PP, QM, SD ,TR and PS.
Mesprosoft provided overall program 
management, scope and design, build and test, 
business process alignment, system data 
conversion, organizational rollout, 
communication, training and ongoing application 
management support.

Client Thoughts:
“We could rely on Mesprosoft to put forward high quality, experienced SAP R/3 candidates for all modules 
relatively quickly. When we needed an assessment of our SAP system plans and recommendations on how 
to meet the needs of our business, Mesprosoft provided an objective, thorough evaluation as well as 
potential solutions.”

“Mr. Haresh Thaker” – SAP Head  (EPP Composites Pvt. Ltd)
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Business Benefits
Process:

End to End process streamlining

Total Role-based authorization & control

Improved visibility

Improved delivery reliability

AutomatedAutomated quality certifications go 
hand-in-hand with delivery

Cost:

Optimized Inventory-Zero dead stock

Tighter credit controls ensuring efficient cash 
inflow analysis

Reduced rejection of products

TTraceability:

Instant traceability based on batch 
genealogy

Audit traceability

Control:

Establishment of tight financial controls

Electronic approvals in various processes

EEffective threshold-based authorizations

The Business Challenge
Initially EPP had implemented different 
applications for solving the purpose of different 
departments which were resulting in 
dedecentralized storage of information and delay in 
communication. This also gave rise to many 
issues to be addressed like:

Monthly stocks, quality and MIS reports 
preparation was taking lot of time. 

TheThere was lot of inventory in warehouse, 
goods movement between plants & keeping 
track of it was very difficult which was 
blocking the revenues. 

Sales revenues and sales dispatch were 
getting delayed due to improper information 
flow.

AndAnd finally Mr. Jayraj Shah, as the Managing 
Director and a true visionary realized the need of 
an integratedenterprise wide system that 
delivered centralized business information and 
increase the ROI.


